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   INTRODUcTION
HARDwARE

	 •	Rane	TTM	57SL	Mixer.

	 •	MAC:	2 Ghz Macbook or better.

 2 GB RAM, 5 GB free on system drive. 

 Storage space for video files.

	 •	PC:	2 Ghz Core Duo or better.

 Compatible graphics card. 

 2 GB RAM, 5 GB free on system drive. 

 Storage space for video files.

SUPPORTED VIDEO FILES

   mov, mp4, m4a, avi, flv, mpg, mpeg, dv.

SuPPoRTed	VIdeo	CodeCS:

 H.264, DV, Motion JPEG A, 

 Motion JPEG B, Mpeg 4

ADDITIONAL cODEcS

 VIDEO-SL will attempt to play files containing 

third party codecs if installed. (e.g. DIVX, Xvid). 

Non-standard components of Quicktime are 

not officially supported by SERATO. The ability 

to play these files is provided for advanced 

users who wish to experiment with codecs 

beyond the officially supported ones.

	 (!)	 VIdeo-SL	 will	 not	 play	 MPeG1	 or	

MPeG2.

	SuPPoRTed	AudIo	CodeCS:

 PCM, AAC, MP3

	 (!)	 See	page	17	 for	more	 information	on	

file	types	and	codecs.

OVERVIEw

 VIDEO-SL is a software plug-in for Scratch 

LIVE  which adds the ability to playback and 

mix video files, with effects and fader transitions 

controllable from the Rane TTM 57SL mixer’s 

control surface.

SySTEM REqUIREMENTS

SOFTwARE

	 •	Serato	Scratch	LIVe	1.8	or	greater.

 

	 •	Apple	QuickTime	7	or	greater.

 

	 •	Microsoft	Windows	XP	Service	Pack	2			

	 or	Vista	(32	bit).

 

	 or

 

	 •	Apple	oS	X	10.4.10	or	higher.
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cHEck FOR UPDATES

 We  are constantly releasing updates to our 

software. Before you continue please check

www.serato.com/updates

for the latest version of VIDEO-SL.

The	version	in	this	box	is	1.0.

InSTALLInG	foR	WIndoWS	

 Insert the Software Installation CD-ROM. If 

Setup doesn’t start automatically, browse to 

the CD drive and run “setup.exe.” 

 Follow the on-screen instructions. Once 

the installation is complete, launch Scratch 

LIVE and follow the instructions below for 

authorizing.

InSTALLInG	foR	oS	X

 Insert the Software Installation CD-ROM, 

double-click the installer icon and follow the 

instructions. Once the installation is complete, 

launch Scratch LIVE and follow the instructions 

below for authorizing.

AuTHoRIzInG

 To authorize VIDEO-SL, go into the setup 

screen in Scratch LIVE. Select the plug-ins tab 

and tick the box to enable VIDEO-SL.

 Enter the serial number found inside the 

VIDEO-SL box or sent to you via our online 

store. VIDEO-SL will now be available from the 

main screen of Scratch LIVE. 

 

See	 the	Getting	Started	section	on	page	6	

for	instructions	on	running	VIdeo-SL.

de-AuTHoRIzInG

 If you are moving your copy of VIDEO-SL to 

another machine, you must de-authorize your 

current installation. To de-authorize VIDEO-SL 

go into the setup screen in Scratch LIVE. Select 

the plugins tab, and select de-authorize. 

   SOFTwARE
   INSTALLATION

PLUG-IN SETUP SCREEN
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AudIo	ouTPuT	-	TTM	57SL

 To use VIDEO-SL you must connect the 

TTM 57SL mixer to your computer.

	 (!)	 To	 set	 up	 the	 TTM	 57SL	 refer	 to	 the	

TTM	57SL	Manual.

VIdeo	ouTPuT	-	ConneCTInG	
yOUR cOMPUTER

 VIDEO-SL is designed to output to a 

secondary display, depending on your make 

and model of computer, the procedure for 

setting up an external display will vary.  Refer 

to your manufacturers instructions for enabling 

a secondary display.

Some	standard	video	connections	are:

S-VIDEO 

 Commonly available on PC video 

cards and laptops as “TV-Out”, 

S-Video can easily be interfaced with 

an analog television input.

DVI

 DVI is a digital connection 

used by displays such as 

LCD’s, Plasma’s and Projectors. It provides the 

best quality and should be used if possible.

VGA

 The analog standard, used 

mainly by computer monitors.

CoMPoSITe	/	RCA

 If your external display requires  a 

composite input you will likely need 

a convertor from one of the above 

connections to a composite signal 

over an RCA connector.

   HARDwARE   
   SETUP

TyPICAL CONFIGURATION
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LAunCHInG	VIdeo-SL

 Click the Video button  

under the waveform displays 

in the main screen of Scratch LIVE to bring up 

the VIDEO-SL plug-in interface.

OUTPUT wINDOw

 When you first launch VIDEO-SL you will 

see the VIDEO-SL output window floating over 

Scratch LIVE. For most users the first thing 

to do is drag the output window onto your 

secondary display (refer to hardware setup for 

tips). Click fullscreen in the VIDEO-SL panel 

to make the output window fill your display.

note:	for	more	output	window	options	see	

the	Software	Setup	options	page	14

			GeTTInG	
   STARTED

SCRATCH LIVE WITH VIDEO-SL
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THE VIDEO-SL INTERFAcE

 When running VIDEO-SL, Group 5 on your 

TTM 57SL control panel becomes the “Video” 

Group.

1. cHANNEL FADERS

	 	Channel	faders	(with	link	enabled)

 Controls the opacity of the video between   

 0-100%

2.	deCK	SCReenS

 Displays un-mixed, effected content.

3.	MAIn	MIX	ouTPuT

 Mirrors the output window content

4.	LInK	buTTon

	 	deck	2,	b1	(left)	b6	(right)

 Links the TTM 57SL channel fader to the   

 VIDEO-SL deck fader.

5.	effeCT	PARAMeTeR	Knob	

	 	P1	/	P2	

 Adjusts the effect parameter for the 

 currently active slot

														=	TTM	57SL	ConTRoL

6. ByPASS EFFEcT

	 	deck	1,	b1	/	b6	or	Joystick	Right	

 Disables the effect in the active slot without  

 unloading it.

7.	effeCT	SeLeCTIon	Menu

	 	deck	1,	P1	/	P2.	

	 	Push	for	menu.	Rotate	to	select.	

 Selects which effect is assigned to the   

 current slot.

8.	unLoAd	effeCT	buTTon

 Unloads the current effect (same as 

 selecting empty from the menu).

9. cROSS-FADER LINk BUTTON

	 	deck	2,	b3

 Links the TTM 57SL crossfader to the 

 VIDEO-SL crossfader.

10. SETUP BUTTON

 Displays the software setup screen.

11.	LeGend	buTTon

 Displays short descriptions of the hardware  

 controls, this changes depending on which  

 deck is selected.

1 2 3

4 15 17165 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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12.	fAdeR	TRAnSITIon	SeLeCTIon	Menu

	 	deck	2,	P1	/	P2.

	 	Push	for	menu.	Rotate	to	select.

 Selects which transition is assigned to the   

 fader effects slot.

13.	fuLL-SCReen

 Toggles the VIDEO-SL output window   

 between full-screen and windowed mode.

14.	Cue		buTTon

	 	deck	2,	b4

 Links the TTM 57SL cue fader to the 

 VIDEO-SL crossfader, this allows video   

 mixing without affecting the sound.

15.	CRoSS-fAdeR	

Controls the cross-fader transition between the 

two decks.

16. EFFEcT SLOT 1

	 	deck	1,	J1	/	J2	

 Moving the joystick up selects Slot 1.

17.	effeCT	SLoT	2	

	 	deck	1,	J1	/	J2	

 Moving the joystick down selects Slot 2.

Slot 1
Momentary
Bypass
Slot 2

U: 
L: 
R: 
D: 

Slot 1
Momentary
Bypass
Slot 2

U: 
L: 
R: 
D: 

Turn: 
Push: 

Amount
Select

Turn: 
Push: 

Amount
Select

Momentary
Fade

 
L + R: 

Push: Select
Transition

Push: Select
Transition

Quick FadeL + R: 

FX

Bypass Bypass
Quick Fade

Left Right

Fader Link: Upfader                X-Fader   Cue                    Upfader

Fader

Video
effect
Controls

Video
fader
Controls

Left Deck Effect Right Deck Effect

TTM 57SL CONTROLS
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LoAdInG	fILeS	InTo	VIdeo-SL

 Adding video files to the Scratch LIVE library 

is just like adding audio files. you can drag 

and drop videos from finder/explorer into the 

Scratch LIVE library or press the import button 

and browse your file system for video files to 

import.

 When  the VIDEO-SL plug-in is enabled, the 

Scratch LIVE library has two sub-sets of the 

“All” crate - “All Audio” and “All Videos”. The 

“All Videos” crate contains all the video files in 

your library.

 Video files can be organized like any other 

files in your Scratch Library, including placing 

them in crates and sub-crates. For more 

information on using the Scratch LIVE library 

functions refer to the Scratch LIVE manual.

VIDEO PLAyBAck

 There are  different ways you may want to use 

video files in your Scratch LIVE performance. 

you can either load a video file and its sound 

track to both Scratch LIVE and VIDEO-SL at 

the same time or you can load separate video 

and audio files to VIDEO-SL and ScratchLIVE 

and play them in sync. 

 Scratch LIVE also allows you to ‘associate’ 

audio and video tracks so that in future when 

you load the audio track into Scratch LIVE the 

‘associated’ video file is automatically loaded 

into VIDEO-SL.

Video	files	have	one	of	the	following	icons:

 A normal video with its own audio

 A audio track with an associated video file

LoAdInG	A	VIdeo	WITH	MuSIC

	 To	load	a	file	to	both	Scratch	LIVe	and	VIdeo-SL	

at	the	same	time.

	 •	Find	the	video	file	you	want	in	your	library.

	 •	Load	it	by	dragging	it	onto	the	virtual	deck	

in Scratch LIVE or using the shortcut keys shift	

left-arrow for the left deck or shift	right-arrow 

for the right deck.

	 This	 loads	 the	 audio	 portion	 to	

ScratchLIVe	 and	 the	 video	 portion	 to		

VIDEO-SL.

LoAd	A	VIdeo	onTo	A	PLAyInG	TRACK

	 To	 load	 a	 video	 to	 VIdeo-SL	 while	 playing	 an	

audio	track	in	Scratch	LIVe

	 •	Have	a	track	loaded	to	the	virtual	deck	in		

    Scratch LIVE.

	 •	Drag	and	drop	a	video	file	onto	the		 	

    related deck screen in VIDEO-SL.

This	will	load	the	video	file	without	replacing	

the	audio	track	in	Scratch	LIVe.

RED

GREy
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 If both fader and cue are selected you can 

cross-fade video with both the main crossfader 

and the cue fader at the same time, this is great 

for performing quick video cross-fades on the 

cue fader without affecting your audio output.

ASSoCIATInG	AudIo	And	VIdeo

	 Links	a	video	clip	to	a	seperate	audio	track.	

 

	 •	Have	a	Track	loaded	to	a	virtual	deck	in		 	

    Scratch LIVE.

	 •	Drag	a	video	file	onto	the	set	video	track			

    button.

 

 This will load the video file to VIDEO-SL and 

associate it with the current playing track in 

Scratch LIVE.

 next	 time	 you	 load	 the	 track	 into	

Scratch	 LIVe	 the	 associated	 video	 file	will	

automatically	be	loaded	to	VIdeo-SL.

MIXInG
 By default the TTM 57SL cross-fader and 

channel faders are linked to the appropriate 

faders in VIDEO-SL. 

unLInKInG	uP	fAdeRS

 By selecting unlink, the VIDEO-SL up faders 

are disconnected from the TTM 57SL upfader 

controls. This means you can perform audio 

mixing with the TTM 57SL without affecting 

your video output levels.

CRoSS-fAdeR	LInKInG

 By deselecting fader you can unlink the 

VIDEO-SL and TTM 57SL cross-faders, this 

allows you to perform audio cross-fades 

without affecting your video output. Selecting 

cue links the VIDEO-SL crossfader to the cue 

fader on the TTM 57SL.
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OVERVIEw

 Each VIDEO-SL deck has two effects slots in 

series, and one fader transition effect between 

the two decks. Any available effect can be 

assigned to each effect slot. One transition at a 

time may be used in the fader effects slot.

uSInG	effeCTS

 1. Go to Video group on your TTM   

 57SL (Group 5).

 2.	Switch to Effect control mode on the   

 TTM 57 (Toggle Deck 1).

 3.	Use the J1 or J2 joystick to select effect   

 slot.

 4.	Press the P1 or P2 knob to access the   

 effect selection menu.

	 5.	Rotate knob to select desired effect.

 6. Press knob to assign effect.

	 (!)	unload	the	effect	from	a	slot	by	clicking	

the	unload	effect	button	in	VIdeo-SL.

uSInG	fAdeR	TRAnSITIonS

 1. Go to Video group on your TTM   

 57SL (Group 5).

	 2.	Switch to Fader control mode on the   

 TTM 57 (Toggle Deck 2).

	 3.	Press the P1 or P2 knob to access the   

 transition selection menu.

 3.	Rotate knob to select desired transition.

	 4. Press knob to assign transition.

LEFT DECk

MAIN MIX

   EFFEcTS AND   
   TRANSITIONS
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bRIGHTneSS	**

 Increases the brightness of the image.

SATuRATIon	**

 Increases the colour levels proportional to   

 the levels in the image.

ConTRAST	**

 Changes the difference between light and   

 dark.

GAMMA	**

 Darkens the Darks.

V-HoLd	**

 ‘Broken TV’ effect.

LuMA	Key	bLACK	**

 Replaces black areas with the other deck.

LuMA	Key	WHITe	**

 Replaces white areas with the other deck.

CoLouR	PHoToCoPy	***

 Replaces blurred areas with solid colour.

eMboSS	***

 Makes the image appear raised or   

 indented.

SHARPen	***

 Defines the edges in the image.

bLuR	***

 Blurs the image.

edGe	deTeCT	***

 Retains only the edges in image.

Led	bILLboARd	***

 Displays image as a decreasing number of   

 LEDs.

PoSTeRIze	**

 Reduces the number of colours to 3

AVAILABLE EFFEcTS 

 VIDEO-SL assesses your graphics hardware 

and scales the available effects and transitions 

to your machine’s capabilities. This means that 

on different machines, you may see a different 

list of available effects.

 Users with no graphics processing hardware 

on their system will not be able to use any 

effects, and transitions will be limited to a basic 

fade.

EFFEcT DEScRIPTIONS

* = Light, ** = Medium, *** = Heavy

RoTATe	*

 Rotates image.

zooM	*

 Zooms into center of image.

TILe	*

 Multiplies image onto an  increasing   

 number of tiles.

zooM	TILe	*

 Combination of the above two effects.

fALSe	CoLouR	*

 Replaces colours in image with various   

 preset palettes.

ISoLATe	CoLouR	**

 Makes the image grayscale while retaining   

 one colour.

AnAGLyPHIC	3d	**

 ‘3d glasses’ effect

uV	PAInT	**

 Fully saturates colour and brightness of   

 moderately colourful pixels, otherwise   

 black.
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PuSH	SLIde	VeRTICAL	*

 Incoming image pushes the outgoing image  

 off screen.

bLACK	LuMA	Key	**

 Luma key transition.

MeLT	***

 ‘Melts’ the two images together.

AddITIVe	**

 Only bright areas are mixed.

HoRIzonTAL	WIPe	*

 A standard wipe.

VeRTICAL	WIPe	*

 A standard wipe.

neGATIVe	**

 Inverts the colour of the image.

SePIA	**

 Fades to sepia tone.

RoToSCoPe	***

 ‘Hand drawn’ effect

TRANSITION DEScRIPTIONS

defAuLT	*

 A standard transition.

CenTeR	*

 Standard transition in the center 50% of the  

 fader.

SCRATCH	fAdeR	*

 A quick cut at the ends of the fader.

LATCH	50	*

 A quick cut in center of the fader.

boX	HoRIzonTAL	*

 Images are projected onto the outside of a   

 rotating box.

boX	VeRTICAL	*

 Images are projected onto the outside of a   

 rotating box.

boX	boTH	*

 Alternates between the above two faders.

TILe	WAVe	HoRIzonTAL	**

 Side-to-side wipe of flipping tiles.

TILe	WAVe	VeRTICAL	**

 Up-down wipe of flipping tiles.

PuSH	SLIde	HoRIzonTAL	*

 Incoming image pushes the outgoing image  

 off screen.
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OUTPUT cONSTRAINTS

 The aspect ratio is the relationship between 

the width and height of your image, common 

aspect ratios are 4x3 (Standard TV) and 16x9 

(Widescreen). The output constraint settings 

restrict the output window of VIDEO-SL to 

certain aspect ratios while not in fullscreen 

mode. Use this to preview your output at the 

selected aspect ratio.

NO cONSTRAINTS

Output is not constrained.

4	:	3

Output is constrained to 4:3 (Standard TV).

16	:	9

Output is constrained to 16:9 (Widescreen).

ANAMORPHIc

16:9 content is ‘squeezed’ into a 4:3 aspect 

ratio.

MEDIA SETUP

 These options allow you to choose how 

VIDEO-SL behaves when your video file is a 

different aspect ratio to the display you are 

outputting to.

PRESERVE

 The original aspect ratio of your video is 

maintained and is never cropped. VIDEO-SL 

will create a letterbox (black lines at the top and 

bottom of the screen) or a pillar box (black lines 

at the sides) to fill any remaining space on the 

output display.

 

 

 There are three VIDEO-SL setup panels; 

Media, Performance, and Info. 

 To access the VIDEO-SL setup options click 

on the Video button in Scratch LIVE, then click 

setup inside VIDEO-SL.

MEDIA SETUP

MEDIA SETUP OPTIONS

 
   SOFTwARE 
   SETUP OPTIONS
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PERFORMANcE SETUP

BUFFER SIzE

 This setting determines how much system 

RAM to set aside for VIDEO-SL buffering. 

The slider will stop at the point above which 

your machine probably won’t be able to work 

efficiently.

OUTPUT qUALITy

 Improves output quality at the expense of 

speed.  If you’re experiencing low framerates or 

choppy performance, try reducing this setting.

 

zOOM

 The aspect ratio of your file is maintained 

and it is zoomed to always fill the output 

display. Cropping can occur if the resulting 

output is bigger than your display.

LeTTeRboX

 The aspect ratio of your file is preserved and 

it will always fit the width of the display. If your 

file is taller than the current display (i.e. 4x3 on 

a 16x9 display) or shorter (i.e. 16x9 video on a 

4x3 display) it will either be cropped, or have a 

letterbox inserted.

STRETcH

 your video is always stretched to fill the 

entire output display, this can create image 

distortion if the output display and video files 

have different aspect ratios.

fRAMe	bLendInG

 Makes playback smoother at less than full 

speed, by blending adjacent frames.  This 

makes slow movements of the video smoother 

by reducing the jumps between frames. This 

option increases CPU load.

PERFORMANCE SETUP OPTIONS
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V-SyNc

 This option is on by default, it synchronizes 

VIDEO-SL’s frame rate to the refresh rate of 

your monitor to avoid ‘tearing’ on your output.

 By turning it off you can see the frame rate 

your system is capable of achieving, this is 

primarily used as a benchmarking tool.

 For best result leave this option on.

INFO SETUP

 The info panel provides information on your 

system and VIDEO-SL setup options, as they 

pertain to the currently loaded files.

GRAPHICS	ReSTRICTIonS

 VIDEO-SL automatically determines what 

effects and transitions your system is capable 

of running. It will display any restrictions your 

graphics card has.

OUTPUT wINDOw SIzE

 The current size in pixels of the output 

window.

FRAMERATE

 This displays the framerate of VIDEO-

SL’s output, this is not the frame rate of your 

video but the rate at which faders, effects and 

transitions are currently being calculated.

INFO SETUP OPTIONS
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InSTALLInG	AddITIonAL	CodeCS

 QuickTime plays many video formats by 

default, and more can be added by installing 

QuickTime components to your system. 

 Get	QuickTime	components	 from	http://

www.apple.com/QuickTime

 Follow the instructions contained in the 

QuickTime download.

VIDEO FILES

 Video files are 

“containers” for video 

and audio tracks. 

The video and audio 

tracks inside these 

containers can consist 

of varying codecs.

 A codec is the way 

the video and audio 

data is stored inside the video file/container. 

Some examples of common audio codecs are 

MP3 and AAC, examples of common video 

codecs are H.264 and MPEG4.  For example 

you can have a .mov file (or container) with 

an H.264 video track and MP3 audio track, 

you could also have another .mov file that 

contains completely different codecs, for 

example AAC audio and MPEG4 video.  These 

files will appear the same in your file system 

but the data inside them is very different.  your 

encoding program or video delivery service will 

provide information about which codecs your 

video files contain.

 VIDEO-SL uses QuickTime to decode video 

files, and so has all the benefits and limitations 

that your currently installed version of 

QuickTime has. VIDEO-SL requires QuickTime 

version 7 or above.

	 (!)	 VIdeo-SL	 will	 not	 play	 MPeG1	 or	

MPeG2	videos.

qUIckTIME

 QuickTime is available free from Apple and 

is installed with VIDEO-SL if not already on 

your system.

qUIckTIME VERSION cHEck

MAc

 Run QuickTime player, then click about 

QuickTime in the QuickTime menu

wINDOwS

 Run QuickTime player, then click about 

QuickTime in the help

 
   VIDEO FORMATS 
   AND cODEcS

VIDEO FILE DIAGRAM

AUDIO TRAck

VIDEO cODEc

cONTAINER
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DV

 The format used by most cam corders, is a 

low compression format and is commonly used 

in video editing programs.  Offers high quality 

images and low CPU useage at the expense of 

large file sizes.

MoTIon	JPeG	A	And	b

 Motion JPEG is very similar to the DV 

format, it offers slightly smaller file sizes than 

DV, maintains the low CPU useage but with a 

slight degradation of the image quality.

MPeG4

 MPEG4 is a widely supported codec that 

offers medium file sizes, image quality and 

CPU usage.

H.264

 Is a modern variant of MPEG4, it offers good 

image quality at low file sizes with expense of 

higher CPU useage.

ADDITIONAL

 VIDEO-SL will attempt to play any additional 

codecs which QuickTime has components 

installed for, such as DivX. However results 

may vary and these are not offically supported 

by Serato.

cONTAINERS  

 mov, mp4, m4a, avi, flv, mpg, mpeg, dv.

VIDEO cODEcS

SUPPORTED FORMATS

 H.264, DV, Motion JPEG A

 Motion JPEG B, Mpeg 4

cODEcS

 With video files you are always walking the 

line between CPU usage, file size and image 

quality.

 A large file may look great and not use 

much CPU but even with modern hard disks 

video files that are a few hundred MB each will 

quickly eat your hard disk space. Conversely 

file’s compressed to only be a few MB will 

not take up much disk space but your image 

quality and CPU useage will suffer on a highly 

compressed file.

 you will have to experiment to find ideal 

combination of settings for your system, the 

following descriptions give a brief overview of 

each codec VIDEO-SL supports as a guide.

 Visit our website for tips and tricks on 

encoding and video file types.

www.serato.com/support
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	 If	you’re	experiencing	 low	framerates	or	

‘choppy’	output:

 1. Close un-needed applications

 2.	Use lower rated effects

 3. Use lower resolution videos

 4. Lower the quality slider

 5. Lower the output monitor resolution

 6. Defragment your hard disk

	 If	 you’re	 experiencing	 black	 borders	 in	

the	rotate	effect:

 insert a zoom effect in slot 2 with rotate in 

slot 1, the zoom will compensate the clipped 

edges during the rotate effect.

	 If	 you’re	 experiencing	 slow	 response	

when	 seeking	 through	 the	 file,	 or	 choppy	

playback	when	playing	backwards:

 Try re-encoding your files with more 

keyframes, VIDEO-SL is probably having to 

decode large amounts of information to get 

specific frames.

If	 you’re	output	 is	 looking	stretched	 in	 the	

horizontal	axis	on	your	projector

 your projector may be 4:3 aspect ratio 

resolution, stretched into a 16:9 shaped image. 

Try selecting anamorphic output constraints in 

the setup panel.

My	Screen	has	gone	all	black,	help!

 The VIDEO-SL output window has taken 

over your primary display.

 Double clicking it will return it to window 

mode, drag it to your secondary display and 

then return it to fullscreen mode.

My	Video	files	won’t	load	into	the	library

 Please ensure the file you are trying to load 

is on VIDEO-SL’s supoprted file list.

 Also Scratch LIVE will only allow you to add 

files to the library that contain supported audio 

codecs.

For more FAQ’s and troubleshooting tips visit

www.serato.com/support

 
   TROUBLE
			SHooTInG
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 Articles, FAQ’s and online support for 

VIDEO-SL are available at

	 www.serato.com/support

 Read in depth tutorials on encoding, 

conversion and other VIDEO-SL related topics.

 Support for VIDEO-SL is available through 

Rane technical support, if you are unable to find 

a solution on www.serato.com please contact 

Rane. The Rane technical support team are 

available 8am to 5pm Pacific Time: west coast 

USA.

Rane	Technical	Support:	+1	425	355-6000
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